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Anthropocentrism - the view that only human lives have significant value, that animals have
value only as instruments to serve human interests - has long been the predominant theme
permeating our attitude toward and treatment of animals. But in the early 1970s the animal rights
movement began. Going beyond the imperatives Be kind to animals, Do not be cruel to animals,
Treat animals humanely, Do not cause animals unnecessary suffering, animal rightists emphasize:
Animals have rights, especially the right not to be harmed. This revolutionary change is having a
profound impact in many areas. On the subject of how we ought to treat animals more has been
written during the past eighteen years than in all years prior.

Keyguide to Information Sources in Animal Rights, 275 pp., will be the definitive reference work
on animal rights. The Keyguide will be especially useful for scientists, educators, philosophers,
lawyers, physicians, public officials, theologians, historians, writers, students and animal welfarists.
The book, in addition to providing important information sources, will serve indirectly as a
conceptual guide to animal rights issues.
Part I will be an overview of the animal rights literature (philosophy, science, medicine, law,
religion, education), partly historical but mainly on works in the English language since 1970. It
will include literature in opposition to animal rights. Major topics: the nature of animals, the
moral status of animals, animal experimentation (and alternatives to), vegetarianism and
environmental ethics.
Part II will be an annotated bibliography, in chronological order, of major works in defense of,
or. tending toward, or historically important for animal rights. Emphasis on works since 1970. 335
enaies.
Part III will contain a list of selected animal rights and animal welfare organizations,
worldwide. 181 organizations.
An extensive Literature Cited list will include nearly l,CXXJ works cited in Part I.
Appendices: (A) The Rights of Animals: A Declaration against Speciesism; (B) Universal
Declaration of the Rights of Animals; (C) Audio-visuals: Films, Videotapes, Audiocassettes,
Filmstrips, Musical Recordings; (D) Magazines and Journals; (E) Sources of Products which have
not been tested on Animals and/or which are free, or maximally free, from Animal Ingredients.
There will be a detailed name and subject index.
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